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PROBLEM
Dial-up radio networks may sound antiquated but they are not obsolete. In fact, ACG is the largest provider of dial-up networks for 

many major airlines. As airlines compete for passengers and combat rising fuel costs, low-cost and efficient communication systems 

keep the demand for dial-up networks at a steady rate.

Many airlines opt to have a radio network independent of the FAA and the airport's control tower. It enables airline headquarters' Many airlines opt to have a radio network independent of the FAA and the airport's control tower. It enables airline headquarters' 

dispatch to talk with the pilot about airport closings, weather, turbulence, and other advisories that could save money or improve pas-

senger comfort.

SOLUTION
ACG uses its own radio box called the ACG 2000, which integrates a telephone land line and converts the signal to dial-up radio.  

For every new airport the airline acquires, ACG also installs a new network using PSTN (Public Switch Telephone Network).

This effort has positioned ACG as the ultimate communications expert within the airline industry. For over 20 years ACG has 

been installing radios in remote areas, giving us the knowledge to nd the right tower efficiently and cost effectively.

With a network of over 25 technicians in North America (including the Caribbean), we know of even the smallest airport and With a network of over 25 technicians in North America (including the Caribbean), we know of even the smallest airport and 

mountaintop that enables us to provide turn-key solutions, within a 60 day turn-around time.

As airlines become more technologically savvy, it is estimated that they will eventually turn to a data-link communications 

system, which right now is an expensive alternative. ACG is already developing technology that will integrate with data-link 

which will allow for a seamless, cost-effective transition
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